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24. Irregular Past Tense Verb



The time i blew my dirt bike up

One time I was riding Adjective bikes with my proper adjective and we were irregular past 

tense verb away from my house in tons of trails. Then we got lost and we went on someone's proper 

adjective that we didn't know and he came out side and he had a gun. He told us to come to him so we did and

he said to get off his property we said we were lost he said there's a rode down there go follow it animals

it will lead you to the highway we did it the speed comparative was comparative and that is all the

proper noun my dirt bike goes. There were animals all around us so I was going as

Adjective as I can and I held the common noun and didn't let go and my dirt bike common 

noun up so we were stuck in the middle of the proper noun proper noun and people

proper noun past us so we superlative my dirt bike off the abstract noun and hid it in the

woods then we demonstrative for over an hour until we got home. Then we got in our 4 by 4 and grabbed

demonstrative and drove down to my dirt bike and we superlative to get it on the 4 by 4 it took a

really long time to load it but finally we got it on the back and drove home we got home and my

irregular past tense verb said I need to save up my on money to fix it it's about 100 common noun it took

about a month I make 20 dollars a week and I comparative got the irregular past tense verb and now my

dad is fixing it the end...
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